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Practice Money Politics in village elections in Putra Aji II be an excellent candidate to vie for power for head of village who are willing to justify variety of ways. One of the candidates for head of village in the process of getting campaign help from local regent, aid in the form of funds dedicated to be distributed to Putra Aji II, every citizen who attended was given an envelope containing cash amounting to Rp 50,000.

The aim of this study was to determine the characteristics Money Politics Candidates in the head election of Putra Aji II in 2011 in East Lampung regency. This type of research used in this study is a descriptive study with a qualitative approach.

Relating to Money Politics happens in the head election in Putra Aji II those
results of research that the author get that there are four characteristics that cause the element of Money Politics, The four characteristics are:

1. Buying Votes
2. Using Team Success
3. Dawn Attack
4. Giving Help To Become Winners Selected
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